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Ref.: Your modification request n° 2019/00598/MR/01/01 dated 03/02/2021

Dear Ms. Pesce-Monteiro,

We acknowledge receipt of your above-mentioned modification request regarding the 
element(s) of the Action specified therein.

Article 2(2) is replaced by the following Article:

2.2 The implementation period of the Action shall run for 2T 29 months from 
01/06/2019 ('the start date of the Action').

In light of the above, DG ECEIO deems it necessary to further adjust the Agreement. DG 
ECHO proposes to modify the following Article 4(1):

4.1 Ten months and three months Eighteen, eleven and five months before 
the end of the implementation period of the Action, the International 
Organisation shall submit an Interim Report on the Action’s 
implementation, covering the implementation up to one month before the 
reporting date.

The entry into force of this amendment is subject to the confirmation of your 
acceptance thereof within 30 calendar days of receipt of this letter.

Please confirm your acceptance by returning this letter signed by electronic mail to 
ECHO-CENTRAL-MAILBOX@ec.europa.eu, This confirmation must originate from 
you or from another representative of your organisation empowered to bind contractually 
the latter (that person being properly identified in APPEL as having the capacity to do so).

Once your confirmation is received, the amendment shall be deemed to be an integral part 
of the Agreement.
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Thank you for your cooperation.

Yours sincerely,

For the International Organisation

Barbara PESCE-MONTEIRO 
Director of UNDP Brussels Office

Date:

For the Commission

Andrea KOULAIMAH
Director

Contact details for this file: Lidia RODRIGUEZ MARTINEZ - email: lidia.rodriguez- 
martinez@ec.europa.eu

Copy (by e-mail): Nona Deprez, Head of Delegation in Nepal -
Nona. Deprez@eeas. europa, eu 
Piush Kayastha - Piush.Kayastha@echofield.eu 
Taheeni Thammannagoda - 
Taheeni .Thammannagoda@echofield.eu 
Ayshanie Meda^ngoda-Labé - ayshanie.labe@undp.org 
Vijaya P.Singh -vijaya.singh@undp.org
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